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llArrangement of Aerotec tubes and metering orifice. ’

2lSampling nozzle and pressure tube details.

§•Arrangemnt of Dust Collector and location of sampling cross-
‘

sections.'

MQ·

Inlet sampling cross-section and sampling points. Guage marks

determine depth of probing tube in the flue.

50OOOOIOQO•••|•|•••••0OOOOOOOIIOO0OOOOOOOOOOOIOOIQQOOOOOIIOutlet

sampling cross-section and position template. By moving

point B, on the probing tube, to points l', 2', B', etc., the
D

nozzle will locate at points l, 2, B, etc. Point A is the pivot

point.
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INTRODUCTION

· In l9#9 a new steam generating unit was installed in the V.P.I.

Power Plant. The unit consists of an Edge Moor, two drum water cooled

furnace equipped with a Detroit Roto—grate stoker. This unit was chosen

because of its adaptability in burning a wide variety of coal, including

semi—anthracite culm coal of which a large stock pile exists.

In order to obtain highest efficiency and minimum air pollution,

dust collecting equipment of a standard design, manufactured by the

Prat—Daniel Corporation of Greenwich, Connecticut, was installed. This

unit is the Standard Type HC Thermix Tubular Dust Collector, employing

the cyclone principle of separation. The design conditions for this

unit were given as follows: s

· Performance: .................... Elevation 2l0O', bar.
27.6”

Hg.V Maximum Net
. Gas temperature, °F: „................................. #50

Draft, furnace, boiler, air heater, ducte and dampers,

' Draft, collector, "wg: ................................ 2.20

Collection efficiency: ......... In accordance with Curve G-l#-R.

The cyclone principle of operation utilizes the centrifugal forces

obtained by directing the dust laden gases tangentially into a tube. The

- heavier dust particles will move to the outside of the induced cyclone

. and be separated. The quantity of flow entering the tube will determine

the centrifugal force and hence the force of separation, C.F. = mv2/r.

"This fact has considerable importance in the collection of flyash from
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boiler flue gas, due to the fact that there is usually considerable vari-

ation in boiler rating and the collecting apparatus should be designed for

_ i . maximum rating which would produce maximm dust loading in the gas and

maximum gas quantity. If the boiler should vary between 500% and 100%

_ minimum rating, the collection efficiency would drop accordingly."1 Fur-

thermore, collection efficiency is also affected materially by temperature

since according to $tokee' Law, the settling force of a particle in a ms-

dium is directly proportional to the coefficient of viscosity of a medium ·

(ameng other things). In this case the medium, flue gas, increases in

viscosity with increasing temperature. Therefore, the centrifugal force

, exerted upon a particle in a cyclone mst be greater at higher tempera- ,

ture than at lower temperature to carry it to the wall of the cyclone.

Roughly, the efficiency drops two percent for each 100 °F rise above

design temperature, with a corresponding increase in efficiency for tem-

. peratures below design conditions.2

It is therefore the purpose of this investigation to observe what
l

factors affect the efficiency of the dust collector, and hence the over-

all efficiency of the steam generating unit.

' <1j2?—_ET_Ct—;hiton, Jr., "Research on Cyclone Dust Col1ectors," Rggg
‘ P

Products, Febuary 27, 1952.
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· e o REVIEW OF LITERATURE

l
Because of increased industrialization, the subject of atmospheric

pollution has assumed considerable importance in recent years. High

. lamong the chief cauees of pollution, is the emission of flyash from the l

stacks of industrial plante with coal burning equipment. Since so many
‘ districts have now established smoke control ordinances, it has been nec-

essary for plant operators to consider devices for the elimination of

flyash in stack gases.

V
The Standard Type HC Tubular Dust Collector is designed for plante

«._ which, because of their location, do not require an extremely high dust

collection efficiency, yet desire a relatively high degree of removal

for the welfare of their workers. It has proved especially satisfactory_/»”jÄ
„/

for spreader stoker fired units, where the dust usually contains a grea-
.

ter amount of material above 10 microns. Guaranteed efficiency is 89

percent for particles over 20 microns, with 96 percent for ho microns

and above.; However, since the actual size of dust particles in the flue

_
S

gas at the V.P.I. Power Plant is not known, the actual efficiency of the

collector is uncertain. It ie therefore necessary to devise some means

of remeving a representative flyash sample from the gas stream for anal-

ysis.

The various devices for stack sampling may be dividsd into two groups,

l
5. Prat-Daniel Corporation, "Prat-Daniel Tubular Dust Collectors Valmont
Type S and Standard Type

HC,“ Catalog Qg, QQQ Q.
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those having low sampling rates, three cubic feet per minute or below,

and those which permit higher sampling. Testsh of various methods led

to the selection of the cyclone as the most desirable for general pur-

pose testing, "because fhe ideal sampling method should have a high sam-

pling rate in order to allow the withdrawal of representative samples

from the flue gas stream." For maximum flow at design conditions its

efficiency may be as high as 98 percent. Although the bag filter and

the electrostatic precipitator are slightly more efficient, the advan-

tages of the cyclone more than compensate for this small drawback. At

any flow the pressure drop is lower than all other methods, with the

exception of the electrostatic precipitator. The cyclone requires lit-

tle or no time to be prepared for use, and the sample is collected dry, „

ready for immediate analysis. Care must be taken however, to properly

////

insulate the device if the gas temperature approaches the dew point, as

the condensation of moisture may present sampling difficulties. Cyclones

have no upper temperature limitations, and are especially adapted to

heavy dust concentrations at high boiler ratings. At very low concen-

trations, an impinger or an electrostatic precipitator can be used for

check purposes.

V Various types of bag filters have been used for sampling, all of

which have efficiencies approaching 100 percent. Their pressure drop
however, increases as the square of the sampling rate, and is nearly

ägLgäggägigxég§:—ZThgläé of Oinders and Fly-Ash,"............_» · , — ¤1v, 1955, pp 5‘5~57,

‘
—
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three times that of a cyclone for equivalent gas flow. In addition,
l

they tend to clog up rapidly in use, causing fluctuations in the sam-

pling rate. Cotton bags are'limited to temperatures below 200 °F, and

also cannot be used below the dew point of the flue gas. No satisfac-

tory method has been found for weighing the bags accurately or for re-

meving the contents for independent weighing. The most favorable bag

filter technique to date consists of using a bag with its bottom unsewn

and fastened to the top of a glass beaker, which may be removed for

weighing. Bags can be used repeatedly if cleaned after each test.

. The electrostatic precipitator tube has the lowest pressure drop ‘

' for any given gas flow. There is little or ne variation in pressure

drop during the course of a run, making constant sampling rates pos- '
I

sible. Measurements can be made of quantities less than the weighing
I

error of bag or paper filters, and the complete sample reclaimed for

laboratory analysis. Very little time for preparation is required,

and they may be used any number of times. There are two major disad-

vantages in the use of the electric precipitator. A source of high

potential alternating current is required, and a pre-cleaner must be

used if the dust contains any heavy cinder particles, as they may be

blown through the precipitator due to their size and inertia.5

Consideration of the various separating devices finally led to the

selection of the Aerotec tube, manufactured by the Aerotec Company, and

5. Stern,_lgg. git. j
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developed by the Prat—Daniel Corporation. Dust is separated by the prin-

ciple of centrifugal force, similar to the tubular dust collsctor being

tested. It is a small, compact unit, capable of operating at tempera-

tures as high as 800 °F with a sampling rate of 55 cubic fest per minute.

The manufacturers claim an efficiency of 100 percent for all particles

over 20 microns, and 92 percent for all dusts over 10 microns. By using

twc of these tubes in series, sufficient sampling accuracy should be ob-

tained to produce satisfaotory test results.6

6. Prat-Daniel Corporation, “Thermix Products," Catalog Qg, QQQ, p 16.
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THE INVESTIGATION

' Object

I The primary object of this investigation was to determine the over-

all efficiency of the Standard Type HC Thermix Tubular Dust Collector,

as used on the No. 6 boiler in the V.P.I. Power Plant. The efficiency,

or ratio of dust collected to total gas loading, was determined for var-

ious loads with and without reinjection of collected flyash. ‘

It was belisved that sufficient data could be obtained at loads of

25, 55, #5, and 55 thousand lb of steam per hr to fulfill the purpose of

the test. Every effort was made te operate the boiler at maximum effi- ~

ciency at each load. Results include curves of boiler load vs. collec-

tion efficiency.

In order to arrive at the above objectives, the following experi-

mental information was required:

l.) Static pressure at inlet and outlet sampling cross sections.

·2.) Velocity at inlet and outlet of the collector.

5.) Flue gas temperatures at inlet and outlet.

#.) Gas flow.
5.) Gas loading at inlet and outlet of the collector.

°”°

6.) Draft loss through tbe collector.

Wherever possible the suggestions of the A.S.M.E. Test Code were

followed. Two tests were made at each load, one with and one without

reinjection, mking a total of eight in all. The duration of a test

—
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run was approximtely three hours.
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Apparatus

Since comparatively little work has been done in standardizing

flue sampling equipment, the apparatus used in this test was specially

designed and censtructed. The materials, fer the most part, were selec-

ted from standard stock which is common to most power plante. An item-

ized parts list is given in the Appendix. Figure l.illustrates the

arrangement of the cyclone type filters and the metering orifice.

Cyclone type filters. After investigating the various types of

filters, the cyclone type separater was chosen for the reasons out-

lined in the REVIEW OF LITERATURE. Four such cyolones were obtained

from The Aerotec Corporation. These units, hereafter referred to as

Aerotec tubes, have a capacity of 55 cfm, with efficiency for two units•
operating in series approximately 99% for all particles over eight mi-

crons in size. It was felt that this efficiency would be sufficient

for the size dust encountsred during the test. The connections on

these tubes were standard 1% inch pipe connections. Each sampler, one

for inlet and one for outlet, was therefore built around two Aerotec

ftubes operated in series. ‘

{lee sagplipg nozzle. The maximum gas flow of 65,000 lb per hr at

550 °F, with a steaming lead of 60,000 lb per hr, determined a maximum

velocity in the flue of 50 ft per second. Using this velocity and a

flow through the sampler of 55 cfm, a nozzle inlet area of l.ü5 inches

was calculated. Since loads less than rated were te be encountersd dur-

ing the test, 1% inch I.D. copper tubing was selected fer the nozzle
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ing orifice. . .



and probing tube. Attached to the nozzle were three { inch 0.D. copper

tubes to measure static pressure in the flue, static pressure in the

nozzle, and total pressure in the flue. The nozzle and static tube de-

tail is shown in figure 2. The nozzle and probing tube were connected

to the first Aerotec tube by a section of flexible exhaust pipe, l{ inch /

l I.D. This flexible tubing, although not guaranteed air tight, was tested

with water and was found to be sufficiently air tight so that leakage,

if any, would be negligible.V

Orifice ggtg;. In order to reduce turbulence and obtain smooth

flow at the orifice, a two inch nominal size standard iron pipe was cho-

sen to hold the orifice plate. The orifice plate was the thin plate,

sharp edge type with an opening of 1.152 inches. The length of pipe

above and below the orifice necessary for undisturbed flow was selected

from appropriate tables in the A.S.M.E. Test Code, "Flow Measurement by

Means of Standardized Nozzles and Orifice Plates.“ The straight pipe

was 21 inches upstream from the orifice and 10% ihches downstream. The

orifice plate was held in the pipe by a two inch pipe flange. Radius

pressure taps were used, with the upstream tap one pipe diameter from

the orifice and the downstream tap one-half pipe diameter from the eri-

fice•
”

Control xglgg. Downstream from the orifice the two inch pipe was

4 reduced in an elbow, which contained the therometer well, to l{ inch
V

pipe to receive a gate.type control valve and a suction connection.

Suction. The suction for both inlet and outlet samplers was

‘ 00
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obtained from a steam jet air ejector, exhausting into the main stack

breeching of the Power Plant. This main stack does not serve No. 6

Boiler. The jet was sufficiently large to handle all flows with con-

siderable excess capacity.

Pressure tgp;. Static pressure tape were arranged to measure drop

across the orifice and drop across each Aerotec tube. These connections

were drilled and tapped to receive 1/8 inch pipe nipplee, and smoothed

on the inside of the pipe with a file to remove burrs and rough spots.

The orifice installation and pressure connections were made in accor-

dance with A.S.M.E. Test Codes.
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Mthod of Test

° The Test Code for Dust Separating Apparatus describes three methods

for testing dust collectors, Method A, in which inlet and outlet dust .

concentration is determined, Method B, in which dust concentration at

inlet and quantity of dust caught by the collector is determined, and
‘

Method C, in which outlet dust concentration and quantity of dust caught

is determined. Because of difficulties which would be encountered in

accurately weighing the dust caught, Method A was chosen for this test.

Of considerable importance in obtaining a representative sample of

gas from a moving stream is the fact that the sampling velocity and the fg

stream velocity ust be equal at all times. To achieve this end an in-

clined water manometer was connected across the static tube in the noz-

zle and the static tube in the stack. The pressure differential across

these two static pressures was maintained zero at all times, thus assur-

ing equal velocities in nozzle and stack.

·‘ A study of the collector location, relative to the boiler, duct

work, etc., was made and inlet and outlet sampling cross-sections se-
l

l
lected on the basis of smooth anticipated flow, and practical location

of dust sampling equipment. The inlet sampling cross-section selected .

was on a vertical run of flue approximately 20 ft from the tubular type

air heater and about six feet from the inlet to the collector. Since,

preceding this cross-section, there was considerable length of straight

vertical flue, this was considered an ideal sampling location. Accord-

ing to the A.S.M.E. Test Code, "Where the flow is fairly uniform, i.e.,
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where the range of velocities does not exceed two to one, from twelve

to twenty points can be used for large flues (exceeding 25 sq ft in

area) and from eight to twelve points for small flues." Ten sampling

points were chosen for this test, so that each point sampled the center

of an area 1.5 sq feet.

l
At the outlet to the collector the induced draft fan is so located

* that sampling between the collector and the fan was impossible. There-

p fore the outlet sampling cross-section was chosen above the outlet of

the induced draft fan, near the throat of the Thermix stack. It was

realized that the proximity of the fan may present difficulties in ob-

taining a representative sample, however, a cross—section chosen far-

ther up the stack would have necessitated scaffolding to hold the oper-

ator and the apparatus. It was felt that, by sampling the larger num-

ber of 16 points, a representative sample could be obtained.

‘
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Procedure fer Operating Samplers

At the inlet to the collector the sampling cross-section measured

10 by 1% feet. Along the length of the cross-section were five holes, A

covered with blind flange covers when not in use, just large enough to

admit the nozzle and probing tube. These holes were located so that

each hole would sample two points. Figure Ä illustrates the inlet sam-

pling cross-section and the sampling points.

The nozzle was positioned and secured at the sampling point by a

"U' bolt attached to the supporting leg of the apparatus. After point

one was sampled the probing tube was slid into the flue to point two,

and again secured by the U belt.

Before the test run began, a warm-up period of about one-half hour

allowed the temperature of the apparatus to reach an equilibrium cen-

dition. During the warm-up period the flow of flue gas through the

apparatus was appreximately the same ss during the run. The quart Mason

jars, used te collect the sample dust, were cleaned out and allowed to

warm-up also by laying them next to the hot flue. The warm-up period

was necessary to prevent cendensation of the moisture in the flue gas

on the apparatus pipe and Aerotec tubes. The entire apparatus, from

the probing tube to the erifice, was insulated to prevent excessive

heat loss and keep temperatures from falling below the dew point of

the gas.

Warm-up jars were used during the warm-up period. At exactly the
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start of the test run the warm-up jars were removed and clean, warm

jars quickly placed into position at the bottom of each Aerotec tube.

The time was recorded as the sampling started at each point. After

lh minutes at point one the nozzle was quickly repositioned at point

two. Points one and two were sampled without removing the nozzle, but

after point two, the nozzle was removed, the outage time recorded, and

the apparatus moved to points three and four, etc.

When point ten was reached the collecting jars were removed. After

the first seven minutes at each point the temperature at the orifice,
·

differential pressure across the orifice, static and total pressures, etc.,

was recorded. The flow was maintained at a11 times so that the differ- A
ential pressure ofuthe flue and the nozzle was zero, thus assuring equal ·

flue and nozzle velocities. The space around the probing tube in the sam-

pling hole was sealed by heavy gasket material. This gasket also cen-

tered the probing tube in the hole.

At the outlet sampling cross-section the flue was 5 feet 2% inches

square. One hole two inches by nine inches in the flue admitted the pro-

bing tube and nozzle. This cross-section was divided into 16 equal _

square areas with the sampling point located in the center of each area.

The sampling nozzle was positioned at each point by use of a template

platform just outside the flue and in the same plane as the sampling

cross-section. Figure 5 illustrates the outlet sampling cross-section

and positioning template.

The operation of the sampler at the outlet
was,

similar to that used
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at inlet, however, ne outage time was necessary since the eampling

nezzle could be meved from point to point in about fifteen to thirty

seconds. The time at each point was ten minutes. The time used for

sampling each point at inlet and outlet wae so proportioned that the

total tie of the operation of each sampler was approximately equal.

The same readings mentioned at inlet were taken at outlet. ‘



g Procedure for Seive Analysis

After the complete sample from each run had been weighed and dried

in a closet type dryer, each sample was split in a small, riffle type

splitter to about 25 to 50 grams. This weight was accurately recorded, '
l

and the sample placed on a 525 mesh screen, which was then agitated in

a seiving machine for about ten minutes. The amount remaining on the

screen was placed on the top of a nest of screens, consisting of 60, 100,

200, and 525 mesh, for reseiving for approximately 15 minutes. The por-

tion of the sample remaining on each screen, and the portion which passed

the 525 mesh screen was then weighed and percentages calculated.

The screens were the standard Tyler ten inch size. The seiving

~ machine was driven by an electric motor turning an eccentric fly-wheel.

The Vibrations set up were transmitted to the screens by two flexible

wooden shafts, between which the screens were clamped„ The purpose of
„ first placing the sample on the 525 mesh screen was so that the larger

particles might assist the smaller ones in passing the screen.
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General Information

l."Dates of test: ...................„..... April 5, l#, 16, 19, 1951
2. Dust separater type: ................ Design 6BHC 5 #7-120 Tubular
5. Location: ..................................... V.P.I. Power Plant
#. Owner: ........................................ State ef Virginia
5. Manufacturer: ............................. Prat-Daniel Corporation
6. Purpose: Dust separater serves No. 6 Boiler, Edge•Moore, two drum,

with Detroit Rotograte Stoker, equipped te burn collected flyash by
reinjection.

. 7. Object of test: To determine efficiency at different loads with
and without reinjection of collected flyash.

8. Test conducted by: ...... James L. Truitt, Jr. and Richard H. Riel

Description, Dimensions, etc.

9. Class of dust: ....... From spreader stoker burning high ash ceal.
10. Type ef dust separater: Standard Type H0 Thermix Tubular Dust Col-

lector, employing the cyclone principle of operation.
ll. Rated capacity of unit (gas flow rate):

V

a.) Steaming load: ............................. 60,000 lbs/hr.
e b.) Gas load at #25 °F: ........................ 85,000 lbs/hr.

. 12. Number of cyclone tubes: ..................................... 120
15. Location of separater in relation to ID fan: After air heater and

· before ID fan.
1#. Cross-sectienal area ef flue:

a.) At separater inlet: .......................... 15,0 sq. ft.
b.) At separater outlet: ......................... 10.5 sq. ft.
c.) At inlet sampling cross-section: ............. 15.0 sq. ft.
d.) At outlet sampling cross-section: ............ 10.5 sq. ft.

15. Position of fluez
a.) At inlet sampling cross-section: ................. vertical

Vb.) At outlet sampling cross-section: ................ vertical
16. General direction of gas flow:

a.) At inlet sampling cross-section: ....................... up
b.) At outlet eampling cross-section: ...................... up

17. Method of remeving caught dust from hopper:
a.) Continuous remeval by gravity and high pressure air jets in-

jecting into furnace, when reinjecting. _

b.) Intermittant remeval by ash removal system when not reinjeo-
ting.

18. Number of points used fer sampling trsverse:
a.) At inlet sampling cross-section: ....................... 10
b.) At outlet sampling cross-section: ...................... 16

i
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19. Number of dust samplers used:

a.) At inlet sampling cross-section: ........................ 1
b.) At outlet sampling cross-section: ....................... 1

20. Type of Velocity pressure tubes used: None. Computed by difference
of total pressure and static pressure.

21. Type of dust sampler used:
a.) Type of exhauster used: ............ Steam jet air ejector.
b.) Diameter of metering orifice: ................... 1.152 in.
0.) Type of filter: .............. Two Aerotec tubes in series.
d.) Location of filter: ...................... Outside of flue.
e.) Inside diameter of tube leading to filter: ....... 1.25 in.
f.) Inside diamster of sampling nozzle: .............. 1.25 in.



rss: Data?
22. Run Number: ................. 1 ¤ 5 _ 1+
25. Load on the boiler: ......... 25 25 35 35 1000 lb/hr
21+. Reinjection of flyash: ......es25.

Date of run: ................ /51
26. Duration of run: ........1 min.
27. Barometric pressure: ........ 27.9 27.9 2 .7 an in. Hg
28. Gas flow through separater: 75. 75,0 1000 lb/hr
29. Average velocity of gas:

8..) At inlet sampling’ cross-section: ....... 19. 20.2 E 26. ft/sec
b.) At outlet sampling

cross.-section: ....... 1+2.1+ 1+2.1 1+9. 1+ .8 ft/sec
50. Average temperature of gas: ·

a.) At inlet sampling
cross-section: .. °F

b.) At outlet sampling
cross-section: ....... 522 21+ 557 557 °F

51. Average static pressure of
gas:

a.) At inlet sampling
cross-section: ....... 1.2 1.27 1.58 -1.88 in. water

b.) At outlet sampling
cross-section: ....... .291 E .572 .559 in. water

52. Average pressure drop across
collector: .................. 1.0 0.97 1.2 1.2 ir:. water

Dust Sampler Data

55. Inlet sampling Zross-section,
see 8. es ,

r 5h. Inlelti äust 2211318 weight: ä hoc 1060 h6c grams
55. Total quantity ef gas sampled

_ at inlet: 61.1 HE 76.6 85. lbs
56. Dust cencentration at inlet

sampling cross-section, lb
dust per 1000 lb gas: ....... 18. 1 .0 11.9 lb/1000 lb

‘ V a.) Expreesed by volume: . 5.88 9.2 }•57 E!'&i¤¤/°“ M

57. Total weight of dust entering
separater, based en inlet
dust concentratien and quan-
tity of gas passing through: 980 2610 986 lb/br

' 58. Outlet sampling cross-section,
see page: 55,56. „

7. For sample calculaticns see Appendix I.



l59.
Outlet dust sample weight: ;. 75.5_ 52.7 22.5 105.6 grams

#0. Total quantity of gas sampled —
at outlet: ..........,.......,11*+.4+ ll .721*+9.91 2.7 lbs

#1. Dust cencentration at outlet
sampling cross-section, lb
dust per 1000 lb gas: ....... l.# 1.01 .28 1.7 lb/1000 lb

e.) Expreeeea by volume: . . 91 ä .8 = .579 xrains/cu f"¤
#2. Total weight of dust leaving

separater, based en outlet
dust cencentration and quan-
tity of gas passing through: 110 76 281 l# lb/hr

Size Analysis of Dust Samples

#5. Samples from inletz
6..) Weight of' sample: ,2 29.9 , grams
b.) /60 mesh, 250 microns: 9.8o‘ 1 .7 5.20 ‘l8. *%
e.) -60 /100 mesh, 14+9 mic: 18.9 2 ,7 516.7 24+.4+ 07.
.1.) -100 ,4200 meh, 74+ mc: 26.6 Eßjlfg] 27.1 2%e.) -200 /525 meh, 4+4+ me. 1 . 10.2 *17. 9. §% 2
f.) -525 mesh: ........... 27.8I 21.8 •5Q.7 720.7 €% —##. 8amp1es.from outlet: Va.) Weight of sample: .... 75.5 52.7 56.9 105.6 grams

2 b.) ,460 meh, 250 microns: 0.01% 0.02 7.00 0.50 äé ‘
c.) -60 /100 mesh, 1#9 mic: 1.0 0.7' 12.00.70d.)

-100 /200 mesh, 7# mic: 2.50 2.90 14. .0e,)
-200 /525 mesh, ## mic: 45. 15.2 12.8 8.2 %_ F.) -525 mesh: ............2 . 81.1 55.° 7.5 % A#5. Gombustible content ef dust

samples:8
a.) Inlet sample: 7;
b.) Outlet sample: ....... 35,2 51,5 2 ,7

10_gSeparatorEfficiencies

#6. Overall efficiency based on
inlet and outlet dust concen- -
trations: ................... 92.# 92.18—#7. Efficiency by size:

a.) /60 mesh: ............ 99.99 99.99 86.00 99.7 5b.) -60 /100 mesh: ....... •• 99• • %c.) -100 /200 mesh: #.80%

8. From the data of H. C. Abercrombie and R. M, Bottoms. "The Effectpf Reinjectien of Flyash on No. 6 Boiler at the V.P.I. Power P1ant," May951.
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d.) -200 /525 mesh: ...... 76.0 88.2 92.
2".0e.)-525 mesh: 70.

81.Fueland Gas Analysisg

#8. Type and proximate analysis
of fuel (as fired):

a.) Volatile matter: ..... 1 .9 1 .8 1 .91#.0b.)
Fixed carbon: ........ 52.5 52.2 57.8
5.2c.)Ash: ................. 25.1 25.2 22.0 2 .7 6
d.) Moisture: ............ $.70 $.30 .. 0_5.10#9.

Flue gas analysis: _„
:1.) 002: ................. 0.00 nö. 0 9.M00.60bl)

lol

9.%c.)00: .................. 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 %
d.) N2: .................. 81.5 81. 81- 81-8 3%

9. Abercrombie and Bottoms, loc. gi}. ‘
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52. Inlet sampling cross section. Load on the boiler. 25,000 lb/hr
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52. Inlet snmpling 01*001: section. I
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Vééléa?
1

Test Data?.

22. r1s::1~1::m1:•::»:................. 6 [1
25. Lead en the boiler: ......... 5 5 55 55 1000 lb/hr
2/4. Reinjeetion of flyash:......25.

uam 1::* 1-::::: ................ ßlyßjmßlyßi /51
26. Duration of run: ........ 192 Ea 16 min.
27. Barometric pressure: ........ 28.0 28.0 27.9 2 .9 in. Hg
28. Gas flow through separater: E 88.0 111.6 112. 1000 lb/hr
29. Average velocity of gas:

a.) At inlet sampling
cross-section: ....... 1.9 29.2 1.8 1.2 ft/sec

b.) At outlet sampling
cross-section: 1.0 66.9 67.1 ft/sec

50. Average temperature of gas: .
a.) At inlet sampling

cross-section: _______ /+1 /416 /4 l /4 5 °P'
b.) At outlet sampling¤r¤¤¤··¤¤¤'¤1¤¤= .. 555 577 7/+ °P‘

51. Average static pressure of
gas:

a.) At inlet sampling
<==·¤¤¤-¤¤¤M¤¤= ....... -2.0 Eßäßßßl .1/: 1::. water

b.) At outlet sampling
¤!'¤¤¤~¤¤¤t·i¤¤= ....... §E§|§f§H] in. water

52. Average pressure drop across
collectorz 1•61 i¤• V*"«°*°

Dust Sampler Data

55. Inlet sampling cross,,section, ·
see page: /+0,/41.5/+. Inlet dust sample weight: ... 800 grams

55. Total quantity ef gas sampled
an 1¤1e:„: ............ 92.0 90.* ßx§@ lbs

56. Dust concentration at inlet
sampling cross-section, lb _
6:::::. per 1000 11: gas: ......, 21. 11.0 gi]; 18./4 11:/1000 lb

a.) Expressed by volume: . [Qu .2 12.7 grains/cu ft
57. Total weight of dust entering

separater, based en inlet _
dust coneentration and quan-
tity of gas passing through: 178/4 ___96/G /+890 2070 lb/hr

58. Outlet sampling cross-section,
see page: /#2,/+5.

7. Por sample ealculations see Appendix I.
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I 58 1

59. Outlet dust sample weight: .. 12 .9 95.0 221.5 1]+7.6 grams
#0. Total quantity of gas sampled

at outlet: .................. 191.0 188.2 206. 200.0 lbs
#1. Dust concentration at outlet

sampling cross-section, lb
' dust per 1000 1b gas: ....... 1. 1.11 2. 6 1.6 lb/lO00 lb

a.) Expressed by volume: . .79 .5ä ,7 7 ,511 grains/cu ft
#2. Total weight of dust leaving

“—**

separater, based on outlet
dust ooncentration and quan- ____0___*~ __
tity of gas passing through: I 119 I 97,5I 265 I 1850j lb/hr

Size Analysis of Dust Samples

#5. Samples from inlet: _____
a.) Weight of sample: .... 528.2 •.0_'52. 20.5 grams
b.) /60 mesh, 250 microns: I8.86 21.9 10.720.,
a.) -60 /100 mesh, 1]+9 mic: 1:.9 2 . 18. 24.9 73 ’
6.) -100 /200 mean, 74 mic: 28.0 21. 29. 22. %° e.) -200 /525 mean, 44 mic: 1 .0 8Ü0 1. 8. 01%

· f.} -525 mesh: ........... 2.2 ‘2 .1 25.9* 2 .# 7%
##. Samples from outlet:

a.) weight of sample: .... ° 95.0 .2 6. égrams
b.) /60 mesh, 250 mlcrons: 0. • 0.20 0. -• 5%
e.) -60 /100 mesh, 149 mic: • 0.70___l__:2O 0.·=0 *7-
d.) -100 /200 mesh, 7#m1e: 1.__60;,_ .00 . • 1%
e.) -200 /525 mean, 44 mic: 61.0 ,5 2300 22.2%%
6.) -525 meen: ............ 51.9 #8.7 9 .0 70.71%#5. Oombustigle content of dust

samples: 0_ a.) Inlet sample: ........ 17. S 18.7#9.6‘
b,) Outlet sample: ....... 22, • 26, 7;

Separator Efficiencies

#6. Overall efficiency based on
inlet and outlet dust consen-
trations: ................... 1.2 7%

#7. Efficiency by size: 1
. - mes : ....... •9„ ••,•

e.) -100 /200mean:8.

From the data of H. C, Abercrombie and R. M. Bottoms.
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6.) -266 ,:;.25 Z6 vz
Ollllllßll! 9

L2Fueland Gas Analysisg

#8. Type and proximats analysis
of fuel (as ÜiP6d)$

a.) Volatils matter: ..... l .0 l#.5 l#.9
‘ä

O | O! OOl!d.)

Moisture: .80 7. Zé
#9. Flue gas analysis:

b.) 02: .................. 7.10 7.60 6. 6 rl
dy)

9. Abercrombie and Bottoms, loc. git.
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_§2. Inlst sampling cross section. Load on the boilsr: 55,000 lb/hr
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7 56. Outlet sampling cross section. Load on the boiler: 1+5,000 lb/hr
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

From the tests run it was observed that load variations have a pro-

nounced effect both on size analysis and concentration of the flyash.
{Mi Shitllll

The variation of dust concentration with load was seen to decrease, then

increase at the higher loads. This higher gas loading at the low loads /~””“A4

was due to lower combustion efficiencies in the furnace, resulting in

higher percentages of unburned carbon carried over. The results indi-

cated one exception to this trend. The dust concentration for runs two

and three, the 55,000 lb load, was exceptionally high, above the curve.

After careful consideration of conditions which might have caused these

higher values it was concluded that the higher concentration was caused f„«

by excessive fines in the coal burned. If a size analysis of thecoalhad

been obtained, the variations from expected results could have been

more easily explained. Since higher velocities result in higher quan-

titles of flyash being carried out, with higher percentages of unburned

carbon, maximum loads resulted in highest concentrations and coarsest

analyses. For the same load with reinjection, it was noted that dust

concentration was higher and size analysis was finer than without rein-

jection. This is to be expected, since the recirculaticn of finer ma-

terial would cause a higher gas loading and a finer analysis. Accord-

° ing to Kent's Handbook, “In a given furnace under similar operating con-

,ditions the amount of flyash in gases varies directly as the percentage

of ash in the coal."
l

Dust collection efficiencies varied between 85.ü% and 9ü.5%.
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Average efficiency for a unit of this type is about 90% for etoker dust

of which 50% will pass a 525 mesh screen. Size analysis of the dust

entering the separater revealed -525 mesh particles in the neighboorhood

of 26% by weight. The higher collection efficiencies were obtained at

higher boiler ratings and higher draft losses through the collector.

This was due to increased velocities, hence increased centrifugal forces

in the cyclone units at the higher gas loads.

Comparison of the emission from the collector with the limitatiens

· set forth in a Model Ordinance prepared by the A.S.M.E. show the collec-

tor to be within the limitations prescribed. The ordinance states that

the flyash in the flue gas shall not exceed .85 lb per 1000 lb of gas

adjusted to 50% excess air, which is equivalent to a concentratien of

.257 grains per cu ft at 500 °F. The average value of dust emitted

during the test was .#56 grains per cu ft at 500 °F, uncorrected for

excess air. However, this limitation is waived so long as the dust

collector is remeving at least 85% of the flyash entering.

Although the results of the test appear favorable, it must be stated

that sufficient data was ebtained only to indicate trends, and not to

formlate definite conclusions. Considerably more runs should be made,

in addition to refinements in the apparatus, to obtain more positive

results. Specifically, an attempt should be made to improve the accuracy

of the pressure readings. The A.S.M.E. Test Code states that all man-

ometers shall be read to .0l inches of water. With the vertical mno-

meters used it was found that, because of pressure and flow variations,
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readings no more accurate than .05 inches of water could be obtained,

even at relatively stable periods. In addition, it was assumed that

the temperature variation throughout the flue was negligible, readings

being taken at one sampling position only. In future testing it should

be determined whether this assumption is sufficiently true to obtain the

accuracy desired.

A better method of seive analysis should be devised, especially for

the outlet dust samples, where the majority of the material was in the
1

finsr sizes. Little difficulty was encountered in obtaining uniform and

reasonable results with the inlet samples. The larger size particles

obtained at inlet aided materially in effectively screening the small

particles.

At the outlet the percentage of larger particles, /60 mesh, was

negligible, thus making the first screening ineffective. Considerable

difficulty was experienced in sizing this finer dust, and the accuracy

of results are subject to doubt. It was first believed that the sample!

was not dry enough, so the samples were repeatsdly dried and screening

was even attempted with hot samples taken directly out of the drier.

Some investigators claim that electric charges on the particles cause

them to agglomerate, making accurate screening impossible, and methods

have been developed with some success in which an electric charge is

placed on the screen to reduce the charges on the particles. Equipment

of this kind was not available for this analysis.

It is therefore felt that the calculation of efficiency by sizes
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is not representative for the dust collector tested. The analysis of

the dust entering however, is an accurate determination and is therefore

considered to be representative for the boiler range over which the test

was conducted.

— In cenclusion, the accuracy or efficiency of the various instru—

ments and equipment, such as Aerotec tubes, thermometera, pitot tubes, _

static tubes, etc., sheuld also be taken into consideration as well as

the personal error of the individuals involved, and the probable error ”

or results considered.
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APPENDIX I

Sample Calculations

The equations that were given in the A.S.M.E. Power Test Code fer

Dust Separator Apparatus were used exclusively. Item numbers refer to

item numbers in the section ef RESULTS. Sample calculations are fer
‘ run Ne. 1, outlet sampling cross-section, unless otherwise specified.

27. Gas flow through separater: ‘

Wg = VfAfdf(5600)

Vf = average velecity in flue, ft/sec

· Af = area of sampling cross-section, sq ft .

7 df = density of flue gas at sampling cross-section, lb/cu ft

df = 1.55 paf/#60 / tf ‘

psf = average static pressure at sampling cress—sect1on,
”Hg

'tf = average temperature of flue at sampling cross-section

Wg : (Ä2.ü)(10.§äé1.jj[Q2Z.9)(5600) = 75,600 lb/hr
60 / 522)

28, Average velocity ef gas:

The average velocity ef the gas was obtained from the velocities at

the various points. Caleulatiens are fer sampling point 1.

vi, = 1096 / pv,

Pvf = velecity pressure in flue, in. water

pvf = total pressure - static pressure

df = density in flue
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·
Note: Since static pressure in flue was not greater than 0.5 in.

Ä

water, its effect was negligible, hence barometric pressure was

' used.

Vf = 1096.L/r_T220—_K60_—-2-_· = 59 ft/sec
"3ö“' (1.555z27.95

58. Total quantity of gas sampled:

The total quantity was the sum‘of the quantities sampled at each

point. At each point the quantity in lb was:

Wg, = 65,800 AOCOTO
AQ = area of the orifice, eq ft

Ao : %Pi}Q1.1E2}2 ¤ .007 sq ft

Oo = flow coefficient of the orifice. The volume through

the orifice was assumed to vary between 10-55 cfm.

With this assumption the Reynolds Number was obtained

from fig. 2(c), page 12 of the Power Test Code, Part

5, Chapter Ä, 'Flow Measuremnt by Means of Standard-

_ ' ized Nozzles and Orifice P1ates.” The Reynolds Num-

ber varied from 10,000 to 2Ä,000 for these assumsd

flows. Using these Reynolds Numbers and the diameter

ratio of the orifice, D°rifice/Dpipa = 1.152/2.07 =
.5Ä8, the flow coefficisnt was found to be between

A .6Ä and .66.' Therefore, it was decided to use .65
Ä throughout the test. _

V
dg = 1.55 pa,/Ä60 / to

paq = static pressure at orifice in "Hg. The range of static
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pressure when converted to 'Hg vacum would be .11 to

.81 inches. This small static pressure would have

negligible effect on the density, therefore pag was

assumed to be barometcic pressure.

to = temperature at the orifice

To = time over which the flow is being computed, hrs

H0 = orifice differential, in. water

vl = (65,800)(.007)(.65) 10 \/(.0619)(.50) = 6.60 lbgs 60)

#0. Dust concentration:

ul = lb dust/1000 lb gas = Ej.j ggg. x 1 x 1000
55. gms/lb ll#.# lb gas

ml : 1.#5 lb/1000 lb

Expressedvolumetrically:graiuß/¤u

ft = 7000 dgml = (7000)(.O#8l)(.O0l#5) = .#88

#1. Total weight of dust leaving separater:

wdz = (.001#5)(75,600) ¤ 1101b/hr

Overall efficiency, based on inlet and outlet dust concentrations:

E · ¤-1 —¤z E
·——————· 1ll x 00% _

u
ml = inlet concentration, lb/1000 lb

ug = outlet concentratlon, lb/1000 lb

E = 18,9-l.#j .1 92.*}%18•9 x 100%

#6, Efficiency by size:
(1I

S /60
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0 Sl/& = percent of /60 meah particlea at inlet

. S"/60 = percent of /60 mesh particles at outlet

·= 9.66 - (1 99.99%
90
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Apparatus Parts List for One Unit

_ 1. Sampling nozzle, copper tubing
Ä

2. Probing tube »

5. Flexible tubing V
Ä. Aerotec tube, two required

5. Orifice plate
5

6. Orifice pipe, two inch standard pipe

7. Control valve

8. Collecting jars

9. Connecting pipe, lé inch standard pipe
” 10. Suitable frame for supporting orifice pipe

ll. Six
"U“

tube water manomters and rubber connecting tubes
’ 12. Suction er exhausting device



' RECOMMHNDATIONS FOR THE REFINEMENT OF APPARATUS

1. In order to secure more accurate pressure readinge it is suggested

that inclined water manometers be used in place of the vertical wa-

ter manometers that were used. Readings accurate to .01 inch of wa-
.

ter would be desirable.

2. Some means should be devised for checking the efficiency of the Aer-

otec tubes. This would probably be some type of cloth filter placsd

between the orifice and the control valve.
2

5. It would be desirable to obtain temperature rsadings at the sampling
Ä

points. This could be obtained by plaoing a thermocouple on the sam-

pling nozzle.

Ä. It is also recommended that a size analysis of the coal burned be

. made of future tests of this type.

5. A better means should be devised to obtain a more accurate analysis
l of the outlet dust samples.
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Dust Collector Efficiency Testl

_ A test to determine overall collection efficiency was made on a

standard Prat-Daniel Tubular Type Dust Collector eerving No. 6 Boiler

in the V.P.I. Power Plant. The boiler was designed to generate 60,000

· lb per hr with bituminous coal, and M5,ooo lb per hr with anthracite

’ culm coal. The unit was equipped with a Detroit Roto-grate Stoker.

The coal fired was a mixture of anthracite culm and bituminous coal.

~ The apparatus was made and the test conducted in accordance with the

A.S.M.E. Test Code for Dust Separating Apparatus. Eight runs of approx-

imately three hours duration were made, and samples of flue gas taken

T ‘ at inlet and outlet of the collector for boiler steaming loads of 25,

55, 45, and 55 thousand lbs per hr, with and without reinjection of the

collected flyaeh. From the samples collected, dust concentratione in

lb per 1000 lb of gas were determined, and the overall efficiency cal-

culated.
‘

The efficiencies varied between 85% at low loads to 94% at high

loads. Efficiency without reinjection was elightly less than with rein-
W

jection. Dust concentration at inlet varied from about six to twelve

grains per cu ft at flue temperature while reinjecting, and from three

to six grains per cu ft when not reinjecting. Dust emitted to the atmos- .
T

N
phere was never more than eight tenths grain per cu ft.

Efficiency ef the mm.
Cellecter en Nö. 6 Boiler in the V.P.I. Power Plant,“ Virginia Pelytech-

nic Institute, May 1951.




